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Preface 
The Asset Standards Authority (ASA) is a key strategic branch of Transport for NSW (TfNSW). 

As the network design and standards authority for NSW Transport Assets, as specified in the 

ASA Charter, the ASA identifies, selects, develops, publishes, maintains and controls a suite of 

requirements documents on behalf of TfNSW, the asset owner. 

The ASA deploys TfNSW requirements for asset and safety assurance by creating and 

managing TfNSW's governance models, documents and processes. To achieve this, the ASA 

focuses on four primary tasks: 

• publishing and managing TfNSW's process and requirements documents including TfNSW 

plans, standards, manuals and guides 

• deploying TfNSW's Authorised Engineering Organisation (AEO) framework 

• continuously improving TfNSW’s Asset Management Framework 

• collaborating with the Transport cluster and industry through open engagement 

The AEO framework authorises engineering organisations to supply and provide asset related 

products and services to TfNSW. It works to assure the safety, quality and fitness for purpose of 

those products and services over the asset's whole-of-life. AEOs are expected to demonstrate 

how they have applied the requirements of ASA documents, including TfNSW plans, standards 

and guides, when delivering assets and related services for TfNSW. 

Compliance with ASA requirements by itself is not sufficient to ensure satisfactory outcomes for 

NSW Transport Assets. The ASA expects that professional judgement be used by competent 

personnel when using ASA requirements to produce those outcomes. 

About this document 

This document informs stakeholders involved in the development of asset location 

classifications for TfNSW assets, the high level governance arrangements and the principles to 

allow transparent and consistent application of these reference codes. 

This standard is a third issue. This standard was previously titled Asset Reference Codes.  

The content in this version has been restructured to align with T MU AM 02001 ST Asset 

Information and Register Requirements with regard to locating assets within the transport 

network using containers. This covers locating assets within a corridor, interchange, facility or 

feeder container for fixed infrastructure and includes the location of mobile fleet assets. 
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1. Introduction 
The Asset Standards Authority (ASA) is committed to the effective and efficient management of 

Transport for NSW (TfNSW) assets. This standard defines requirements and governance 

arrangements involved in the development and management of asset location classification and 

principles to allow for the transparent and consistent application of asset location classification. 

2. Purpose 
The purpose of this document is to establish the requirements and application of asset location 

classification for assets owned by TfNSW with respect to the asset information system, asset 

register and associated asset information (data and documents) captured and managed in 

accordance with requirements defined in T MU AM 02001 ST Asset Information and Register 

Requirements. 

This document aims to achieve the following: 

• ensure consistency and quality in the application of asset location classification for every 

instance of an asset 

• enable consistent searching, analysing and reporting on asset information (data and 

documents) across the modes and related information systems that are used for the  

whole-of-life management of assets owned by TfNSW 

• facilitate the integration and transfer of data from various asset information systems 

managed by TfNSW, Transport cluster agencies and service providers 

2.1. Scope 
This standard covers the requirements for the identification and application of asset location 

classification that are used for location referencing of both fixed infrastructure and mobile fleet 

assets within the asset information system. 

Infrastructure refers to corridor (network) based assets, feeder based assets, facility based 

assets or interchange based assets. 

Fleet refers to passenger and non-passenger asset forms of transport and includes mobile plant 

assets. 

This standard defines the asset location classification to be applied including models, criteria, 

conventions and codes. 
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2.2. Application 
This standard applies to TfNSW, Transport cluster agencies and service providers involved in 

the planning, acquisition, operation, maintenance and disposal of assets across the transport 

portfolio. 

This standard is mandated to be used by organisations, service providers or project developers 

that provide asset management related services for or on behalf of TfNSW, including AEOs, 

non-AEOs and their suppliers involved in defining, designing, implementing, commissioning and 

integrating any new or altered assets or systems into the operating network and maintaining 

such assets or systems within an asset information system. 

3. Reference documents 
The following documents are cited in the text. For dated references, only the cited edition 

applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the referenced document applies. 

Transport for NSW standards 

ESC 210 Track Geometry and Stability 

T MU AM 01006 F1 Asset Location Classification Code Form 

T MU AM 01007 TI Asset Reference Codes Register 

T MU AM 02001 ST Asset Information and Register Requirements 

T MU AM 02002 TI Asset Classification System 

4. Terms and definitions 
The following terms and definitions apply in this document: 

AEO Authorised Engineering Organisation 

ASA Asset Standards Authority 

asset information the combined set of data (graphical and non-graphical) and documents 

(drawings, manuals, plans and certificates) required to support the management of assets over 

the life cycle 

asset information repository a recognised electronic location for the storage and 

management of asset information 

asset information system a set of interrelated repositories of structured asset information and 

related processes required to manage the asset portfolio over the life cycle 

asset portfolio assets that are within the scope of the asset management system 
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asset register record of asset inventory considered worthy of separate identification including 

associated historical, condition, construction, technical and financial information about each 

asset 

base code unique identifier representing the full length of one track contained within a rail 

corridor (including rail yards). All tracks including crossovers and sidings have been uniquely 

identified with a track base code. 

corridor a zonal area (within a boundary and defined by a start and end node) that contains 

heavy rail, light rail, road or maritime infrastructure assets to support the operation of transport 

services 

facility a zonal area (within a precinct boundary) that contains buildings, systems, plant and 

associated infrastructure assets to support the operation and maintenance of transport services 

HV high voltage 

interchange the area where customers access or egress transport services on the public 

transport network and may transfer between modes or services 

rotable a component or inventory item which can be removed from a unit, repaired or improved, 

and returned to the unit repeatedly and economically 

station an access or egress point to a train service with associated transport infrastructure 

assets. The station resides within an interchange 

stop an access or egress point to a light rail service or bus service with associated transport 

infrastructure assets. The stop resides within an interchange 

metropolitan rail area the rail freight network and the rail passenger network within the 

metropolitan rail area bounded by Newcastle (in the north), Richmond (in the northwest), 

Bowenfels (in the west), Macarthur (in the southwest) and Bomaderry (in the south), and all 

connection lines and sidings within these areas, but excluding private sidings 

TfNSW Transport for NSW 

TSN transit stop number 

transport assets assets used for or in connection with or to facilitate the movement of persons 

and freight by road, rail, sea, air or other mode of transport, and includes transport infrastructure 

(Transport Administration Act 1988) 

transport form type of vehicle or method used to facilitate the movement of people and freight. 

For example, train, bus, ferry, light rail vehicle, car, motorcycle, bicycle or walking 
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transport infrastructure infrastructure (including associated vehicles, vessels and rolling stock) 

used for or in connection with or to facilitate the movement of persons and freight by road, rail, 

sea, air or other mode of transport (including walking and cycling).  It includes: 

a. railways and railway infrastructure 

b. roads and road infrastructure 

c. maritime infrastructure and ports 

d. transport safety infrastructure  

e. systems, works, structures, buildings, plant, machinery and equipment that are 

associated with or incidental to transport infrastructure  

transport mode the means by which people and freight achieve mobility. They fall into one of 

three basic types, depending on what surface they travel over – land (road, rail and active), sea 

and air 

transport network transport system owned and operated by TfNSW or its operating agencies 

transport services include railway (heavy rail, metro rail, light rail), bus and ferry services 

transport system transport services and transport infrastructure of NSW for all modes of 

transport 

wharf an access or egress point to a ferry service with associated transport infrastructure 

assets. It resides within an interchange 

yard a linear zonal area (within a boundary and defined limits) that contains heavy rail, light rail, 

road or maritime infrastructure assets and facilities to support the stabling, servicing and 

presentation of the transport fleet. This is an area that contains one or more rail sidings, roads 

or a shipyard identified for a business purpose. 

5. Asset location classification 
The TfNSW transport network comprises infrastructure that covers both fixed infrastructure and 

mobile fleet assets including rotables. Fixed infrastructure assets shall be categorised as linear 

or non-linear whilst fleet assets shall be categorised as mobile. Fixed infrastructure assets are 

contained within four major asset containers, such as corridors, interchanges, facilities and 

feeders. These asset containers enable a structured approach to navigation within an asset 

register hierarchy. 

The asset containers as shown in Figure 1 are modelled together to form a concept model to 

define all road, rail and maritime networks. 
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Figure 1 – Asset containers (infrastructure and fleet) 

Each infrastructure and fleet container shown in Figure 1 is defined as an asset container within 

T MU AM 02002 TI Asset Classification System and shall contain systems and assets from 

other asset classes. Every instance of these asset containers shall be an asset in its own right. 

Figure 2 is an example of a typical heavy rail network concept model utilising infrastructure 

asset containers. 
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Rail corridors (main, coal and yard) are defined and bounded by the tracks they contain. Each 

individual track is defined as a base code based on the criteria detailed in Section 11 and listed 

in T MU AM 02002 TI. Figure 3 describes the corridor to base code relationship. 
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corridor.
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each track asset.
Associated with all track 
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location of assets on/off rail and 
road corridors and waterways.

Locations (site)
Defines the specific site location of 
facilities (including associated 
assets) contained within the facility.
Associated with a general location.

Figure 3 – Entity relationship with corridors, base codes, general locations and site 
locations 

Figure 4 is an example of a typical maritime network concept model utilising infrastructure asset 

containers. 
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Figure 4 – Example of an infrastructure asset container concept model (maritime 
network) 

Both infrastructure and fleet containers shall define and support a functional asset hierarchy of 

transport assets. Asset location classification (how and where the assets are located) is 

dependent on whether the container is infrastructure related or fleet related as shown in  

Figure 5. Assets within each container (what assets exist) are defined in accordance with 

T MU AM 02002 TI. 
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Figure 5 – Asset containers and location classification concept model 

Infrastructure and fleet asset containers shall be used to define a functional asset hierarchy of 

TfNSW owned assets. Asset containers and the systems and assets within each container shall 

be defined in accordance with the requirements defined in T MU AM 02002 TI. 

Every instance of an infrastructure container shall be associated with an asset container 

function and aligned with a primary and secondary location classification to determine the 

location of the container within the network. The tertiary location classification determines the 

location of the systems and assets within the container (position/space). 

Every instance of a fleet container shall be associated with an asset container function and 

aligned with a primary location classification to determine its home depot location. 

Figure 6 indicates a typical asset functional asset hierarchy. The asset container defines all the 

functional systems, assets and sub-assets contained within an instance of the container and in 

accordance with the requirements defined in T MU AM 02001 ST. 

Asset location classification enables the physical location referencing of all TfNSW systems and 

assets within a functional asset hierarchy for every asset container across the transport 

network. 
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Each asset container defines various asset container functions:
- corridor (for example, road carriageway, rail right of way, rail yard and waterway)
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- feeder (for example, HV feeder, communications feeder)
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Where the container and 
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Figure 6 – Asset container hierarchy model 

Asset location classification supports the physical location referencing of these assets within the 

network and container. 

The asset location classification shall be applied to identify both the general geographic and 

specific location (where applicable) of the following assets: 

• Infrastructure assets (linear and non-linear) – for fixed infrastructure assets and associated 

fixed systems see Section 6. These types of assets shall be defined, structured and 

managed in an asset register using an asset hierarchy as shown in Figure 6 and based on 

a corridor, interchange, facility or feeder asset container as shown in Figure 5. 

T MU AM 02001 ST provides details of the development of asset hierarchies using 

infrastructure asset containers. 

• Fleet assets (mobile) – for fleet assets including mobile plant and associated on-board 

systems see Section 7. These types of assets shall be defined, structured and managed in 

an asset register using an asset hierarchy as shown in Figure 6 based on a fleet asset 

container as shown in Figure 5. T MU AM 02001 ST provides details of the development of 

asset hierarchies using fleet asset containers. 

Asset location classifications defined in this standard as shown in Figure 5 cover the following: 

• corridors 

o for referencing assets within a geographic rail corridor (heavy rail and light rail), road 

corridor or waterway 

o criteria for corridors including associated coding is defined in Section 9 
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Note:
Asset location classification of containers including all systems, assets and sub-assets within the container shall be defined as 
attributes.
Multiple locations may exist along a road or rail corridor. This location is used to segment the corridor in defined links and nodes.

Container Location classification
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• locations 

o general - for referencing assets within a smaller geographic area within a corridor 

(locality, interchange, rail yard, junction, colliery, quarry or waterway) 

o site specific - for referencing assets to a specific site (major facility) within a general 

location 

o criteria for locations and sites including associated coding is defined in Section 10 

• positions 

o positions are dependent on the container as shown in Table 1. Corridors, 

interchanges, facilities and feeders will have varying spaces defined as positions 

within the container 

o track specific assets shall use base code to define position of track based assets 

o overhead wiring specific assets shall use traction section to define position of 

overhead wiring assets 

o road specific assets shall use road link to define position of road based assets 

Other non-spatial asset location classifications including kilometre, level, room and address are 

not coded but shall be included as additional location reference attributes within the asset 

information system. 

Table 1 – Location classification and references for fixed infrastructure network 
containers 

 Container (including details of associated location references) 

Location 
classification 

Corridors Interchanges Facilities Feeders 

Corridor For each road 
corridor 
For each rail 
corridor (main or 
yard) 
For example, N30 
– North Shore line 
(heavy rail) 
SYY – Sydney 
yard (heavy rail) 
For each 
waterway 

For bus stops on 
a road corridor 
For train stations 
or light rail stops 
on a rail corridor 
(main or yard) 
For example, L01 
– Inner West line 
(light rail) 
For ferry wharves 
on a waterway 

For facilities 
servicing a road 
corridor 
For facilities 
servicing a rail 
corridor (main or 
yard) 
For facilities 
servicing a 
waterway 

For feeders with 
easements on a 
road corridor 
For feeders with 
easements on a 
rail corridor (main 
or yard) 
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 Container (including details of associated location references) 

Location 
classification 

Corridors Interchanges Facilities Feeders 

Location General locations 
along a corridor or 
waterway 
For example, 
CEN – Central 
GAU - Georges 
River (waterway) 

General location 
of interchange 
For example, 
CCQ – Circular 
Quay 
EHX - Exhibition 
Centre 

General location 
(minor) 
Site location 
(major) – 
includes floor or 
level identifier 
For example, 
FCS01 - 
Flemington 
maintenance 
centre (fleet 
depot) 

General location 
(minor) 
Site location 
(major) – 
includes floor or 
level identifier 
For example, 
CEN01 - Prince 
Alfred traction 
substation 

Position Space within 
corridor 
For example, up 
(left) or down 
(right) – facing the 
direction of 
decreasing km 
reference or 
direction of road 
traffic 

Space within 
Interchange 
For example, 
concourse north 
platform 1/2 

Space within 
facility 
For example, 
wash plant, lift 
shop 

Space within 
feeder. 
For example, 
section 727/1 

For example, 
track base code 
10029 - North 
Shore up (heavy 
rail) 
For example, 
traction section 
123 

Kilometre Start and end km 
or point km (linear 
asset) 
For example, 
2.789 - 5.235 km 
from a defined 
0 km reference 
point 
For example, 
6.438 km from a 
defined  0 km 
reference point 

Point km (linear 
asset) 
For example, 
6.438 km from a 
defined 0 km 
reference point 

Not applicable Not applicable 

Level Not applicable Not applicable For example,  
Level1, Level2 

Not applicable 

Room Not applicable For example, lift 
room L1, comms 
room C2 

For example, 
power room P2, 
motor room M1, 
signal room S1 

Not applicable 

Address Primary access 
address 

Primary access 
address 

Primary access 
address 

Primary access 
address 
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Rail corridors (main, coal and yards) shall be defined by the tracks they contain. These tracks 

are individually coded and are known as base codes. A base code is used for referencing 

assets to a specific track (heavy rail and light rail) within the rail corridor. Criteria for base codes 

including associated coding is defined in Section 11. 

Figure 7 provides an example of the corridor, interchange and facility asset containers and their 

physical location relationship with corridors (including yards and base codes), general locations 

and site locations for a section of the heavy rail network. 

Figure 7 – Example of corridor, interchange and facility asset containers and their 
physical location relationship with corridors (including yards and base codes), general 

locations and site locations 

Asset location classification shall be applied within the asset register and associated asset 

information system. For example, document management systems, operational and timetable 

systems and incident management systems where corridors, general locations, site locations 

and track base codes are required to be used. This ensures consistency in definition and 

application and supports searching and filtering of assets and their associated asset information 

(data and documents). 

The relationship between corridors, base codes, general locations and site locations are shown 

in Figure 3. 
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6. Infrastructure - asset hierarchy and application of 
asset location classification 
Infrastructure assets shall be created in a structured hierarchy and contained within one of the 

four asset containers as follows: 

• corridors 

• interchanges 

• facilities 

• feeders 

These asset containers, defined as separate asset classes, enable a structured approach to 

navigation and location of assets within an asset register hierarchy. T MU AM 02001 ST 

provides details on asset classes, asset containers and the asset register hierarchy. 

All infrastructure assets, including rotables that exist within an infrastructure asset container 

shall have an asset location classification applied regardless of what level they exist at within 

the asset register hierarchy. 

Asset location classification codes have been created to standardise and define where the 

container is located and where the associated systems and assets within each container are 

located. Asset location classification codes shall be used as the primary means of defining the 

physical asset location reference separate to the geospatial asset location reference as shown 

in Table 1. 

Geographic asset location classifications defined in this standard for infrastructure assets cover 

corridors and general locations. 

Specific asset location classifications defined in this standard for infrastructure assets cover site 

locations and track base codes. 

Site locations shall be applied to major facilities that exist within a general location to provide a 

means to identify the specific site location of the following: 

• a facility regardless of how it is named to ensure the site location code uses the general 

location code (based on the locality or interchange name) as the way to uniquely identify 

each facility within a general location, including all the assets contained within (including 

bulk electrical high voltage (HV) supply feeders to the facility or electrical HV distribution 

feeders from the facility) 

• fixed plant and equipment (within a facility or interchange) for maintenance and financial 

capitalisation requirements 

Infrastructure assets shall be associated with a corridor, general location or site location where 

applicable in accordance with the requirements defined in Section 6. 
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Within a rail corridor, each track and track related asset, including trackside electrical, signalling 

and civil infrastructure, shall be associated with a base code to define the specific track 

reference for all heavy rail and light rail networks. 

Location breakdown covers both location classification and location referencing. Location 

classification drills down from a network perspective based on the primary container as follows: 

• corridor (for example, rail, road corridor): corridor - location (general) - position (space) 

• interchange (for example, station, stop): corridor - location (general) - position (space) 

• facility (for example, traction substation, depot): corridor - location (site) - position (space) 

• feeder (for example, HV aerial feeder): corridor - location (site) - position (space) 

6.1. Corridor asset containers 
Corridors contain linear and non-linear infrastructure assets, systems and rotables. The different 

modal corridor types are as follows: 

• rail - heavy and light rail 

• road - major state, federal and regional roads 

• maritime - waterways 

Every instance of a rail, road and waterway corridor shall be used as a container of assets that 

exist within and along the corridor and applied within the corridor asset register hierarchy. 

Asset location classification shall be applied to the corridor and all the assets it contains as 

shown in Figure 8 with an example shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 8 – Location classification for corridor asset containers 

Figure 9 – Functional asset hierarchy for a corridor with examples of physical location 
references applied as per the location classification 
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6.1.1. Applying corridor to assets within and along the corridor 

container 
The rail and road corridor container shall be assigned a corridor code but no general location or 

site location code with the exception of the following: 

• for rail yards, collieries and quarries, including all the assets contained within, serviced by a 

rail corridor the general location code shall be used as the corridor container within the 

asset register hierarchy in lieu of the main rail corridor 

• for waterways, including all the assets contained within, the general location of the 

waterway shall be used as the corridor container within the asset register hierarchy as no 

separate corridor code shall exist for each waterway 

All corridor assets that are not part of a facility or interchange asset hierarchy shall have the 

applicable corridor code assigned. 

Facilities and interchanges shall be defined in their own asset register hierarchy as per 

Section 6.2 and Section 6.3. 

The corridor container and all the corridor assets contained within it shall be assigned the same 

corridor code and transport mode. 

Where assets exist along a transport corridor for a transport mode, the appropriate corridor 

code shall be assigned. Some examples are as follows: 

• assets contained in the heavy rail corridor, between Central and Granville shall be 

assigned the main suburban corridor code M00 (see Figure 10) 

• assets contained in the heavy rail corridor, between Central and Bondi Junction shall be 

assigned the Eastern Suburbs corridor code M23 (see Figure 10) 

• assets contained in the light rail corridor, between Central and Dulwich Hill shall be 

assigned the Inner West corridor code L01 (see Figure 10) 
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Figure 10 – Assets contained in a heavy rail corridor and light rail corridor and 
surrounding locality 

6.1.2. Applying location to assets within and along the corridor 
container (rail main lines) 
TfNSW recognises multiple rail corridors within NSW containing transport assets. 

Where assets exist along a rail corridor for a transport mode (heavy rail or light rail) the asset 

location shall be assigned the general location of the nearest interchange (train station or light 

rail stop). The halfway distance between interchanges is defined as the breakpoint between 

general locations. Some examples are as follows: 

• corridor assets on the heavy rail corridor, between Summer Hill and Lewisham train 

stations shall be assigned the general location code of the nearest interchange SMH or 

LEW (see Figure 11). 

• corridor assets on the light rail corridor, between Taverners Hill and Lewisham West light 

rail stops shall be assigned to the general location code of the nearest interchange TAV or 

LMW (see Figure 11). 

Inner West 
corridor (light rail)

Main suburban 
corridor (heavy rail)

Bankstown corridor 
(heavy rail)

Illawarra corridor 
(heavy rail)

City Circle corridor 
(heavy rail)
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Figure 11 – On corridor assets located within heavy rail and light rail corridors and 
surrounding locality 

6.1.3. Applying location to assets within and along the corridor 
container (yards, collieries and quarries) 
TfNSW recognises multiple rail yards, collieries and quarries within NSW containing transport 

assets. 

Every yard, colliery and quarry containing transport assets shall be assigned a unique general 

location code regardless of how it is named. For example, ACDEP yard is located in Eveleigh 

and shall be assigned the general location of Eveleigh ACDEP yard defined as location code 

EVA (see Appendix A). 

All assets within the yard, colliery and quarry excluding major facilities shall inherit the same 

general location code. 

Where assets exist within a rail yard (excluding those contained in a major facility) for a 

transport mode (heavy rail or light rail) the appropriate general yard location code shall be 

assigned. For example, assets in the heavy rail yard (for example, Auburn stabling yard) shall 

be assigned the general location Auburn stabling yard defined as location code AYS (see 

Figure 12). 
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Figure 12 – Heavy rail yard locations along a rail corridor and surrounding locality 

Refer to Section 6.3.3 for applying asset location classification to major facilities and associated 

facility assets that exist within a rail yard, colliery or quarry. 

6.1.4. Applying location to assets within and along the corridor 
container (waterway) 
TfNSW recognises multiple waterway locations within NSW containing transport assets. 

Every waterway containing TfNSW assets shall be assigned a unique general location code 

regardless of how it is named. For example, assets in the Botany Bay waterway shall be 

assigned the general location of Botany Bay defined as location code BPW. 

6.2. Interchange asset containers 
Interchanges contain infrastructure assets and systems including rotables. The different 

interchange types that exist to service public transport across transport modes are as follows: 

• stations – train 

• stops – light rail and bus 

• wharves – ferry 

Every instance of a major interchange, containing a train station, light rail stop, ferry wharf or a 

combination shall be used as a container of assets that exist within the interchange and applied 

within the interchange asset register hierarchy. Assets within the one interchange may be 

servicing different transport modes. 

Clyde yard

Auburn yard

Flemington yard
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Asset location classification shall be applied to the interchange and all the assets it contains as 

shown in Figure 13 with an example shown in Figure 14. 

Figure 13 – Location classification for interchange asset containers 

 

 
Figure 14 – Functional asset hierarchy for an interchange with examples of physical 

location references applied as per the location classification 
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6.2.1. Applying corridor to assets within the interchange container 

The interchange container, including all the assets contained within, shall be assigned a corridor 

code including the following: 

• For bus stops associated with a major interchange (within a train station, light rail stop or 

ferry wharf precinct), the interchange shall be used as the specific container of assets 

within the asset register hierarchy. Each bus stop (including all the assets contained within) 

shall still be assigned a corridor code of the road corridor it is servicing. 

• For bus stops not associated with a major interchange (standalone), the locality shall be 

used as the general container of assets within the asset register hierarchy. Each bus stop 

(including all the assets contained within) shall still be assigned a corridor code of the road 

corridor it is servicing. 

• For ferry wharves, the waterway being serviced shall be the corridor code assigned to the 

interchange. 

Where a major interchange services more than one corridor for a single mode (for example, 

multiple rail corridors at a single train station) the primary corridor shall be assigned to the 

interchange. The individual interchange assets contained within the asset register hierarchy 

shall have the applicable mode and corridor code assigned. 

Where a major interchange services more than one transport mode (heavy rail, light rail, 

maritime or road) and transport form (for example, train, light rail vehicle, bus or ferry) the 

applicable mode shall be assigned to each of the interchange types that exist (train station, light 

rail or bus stop, or ferry wharf) in the asset register hierarchy that exist within the overall 

interchange. The individual interchange assets contained within the asset register hierarchy 

shall have the applicable mode and corridor code assigned. The overall interchange container 

in the asset register hierarchy shall be assigned the most dominant mode. 

6.2.2. Applying location to assets within the interchange container 
Interchanges perform an important function within NSW. There are over 400 major interchanges 

(train stations, light rail stops and wharves) and over 40,000 minor interchanges (bus and coach 

stops) across NSW and Sydney. 

Major interchanges are predominantly named after the locality it is contained in and servicing. 
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The interchange container, including all the assets contained within, shall be assigned a general 

location code including the following: 

• For bus stops associated with a major interchange (within a train station, light rail stop or 

ferry wharf precinct) the interchange shall be used as the specific container of assets within 

the asset register hierarchy. Each bus stop (including all the assets contained within) shall 

be assigned a general location code of the interchange. 

• For bus stops not associated with a major interchange (standalone) the locality shall be 

used as the general container of assets within the asset register hierarchy. Each bus stop 

(including all the assets contained within) shall be assigned a general location code of the 

locality. 

• Each ferry wharf (including all the assets contained within) shall be assigned a general 

location code of the interchange. 

Where a major interchange is named by the locality it is located in, then it shall be assigned a 

general location code of the locality. For example, Newtown station is located in the locality of 

Newtown and shall be assigned the location of Newtown with the general location code of NTN 

(see Figure 15). 

Figure 15 – Newtown interchange and Macdonaldtown interchange (major) and 
surrounding locality 

Where a major interchange is not named by the locality it is located in, then it shall be assigned 

a general location code that identifies it by its interchange name. For example, Macdonaldtown 

station is located in the locality of Eveleigh but shall be assigned the location of Macdonaldtown 

with the general location code of MCT (see Figure 15). 

Where multiple major interchanges have the same name but service different modes then they 

shall be assigned the same general location code. For example, Dulwich Hill train station and 
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Dulwich Hill light rail stop shall be assigned the location of Dulwich Hill and share the same 

general location code of DHL (see Figure 16). 

Figure 16 – Dulwich Hill interchange (major) and surrounding locality 

Where a minor interchange (bus and coach stops) is standalone and defined by a street 

address it shall be assigned the general location of the surrounding locality and shall be self-

containing. For example, bus stop TSN 2150300 is located at Park Parade, Parramatta and 

shall be assigned the location of the locality of Parramatta with the general location code PTA 

(see Figure 17) 
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Figure 17 – Parramatta interchange (major and minor) and surrounding locality 

Where a minor interchange (bus and coach stops) is located within a major interchange it shall 

be assigned the general location of the interchange and shall be associated with the train 

station interchange (interchange container function) it services. For example, bus stop 

TSN 2150107 is located within Parramatta interchange – stand B2 and shall be assigned the 

location of Parramatta with the general location code of PTA (see Figure 17) 

Where a minor interchange (bus and coach stops) is standalone and named after a feature 

(university or shopping centre) it shall be assigned the general location of the surrounding 

locality and shall be self-containing. Two examples are as follows: 

• bus stop Pitt Street T-way is located at Parramatta and shall be assigned the location of 

the locality of Parramatta with the general location code PTA (see Figure 17) 

• bus stop University of NSW is located at Kingsford and shall be assigned the location of 

the locality of Kingsford with the general location code KFD (see Figure 18) 
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Figure 18 – Kingsford and Randwick interchanges (minor) and surrounding locality 

6.3. Facility asset containers 
Facilities contain fixed infrastructure assets and systems including rotables. Facilities may 

contain plant and equipment as well as being the home depot of mobile fleet assets. The 

different facility groupings and types that exist, defined into nine major groups, are as follows: 

• rest area facilities 

o rest areas 

o load checking areas 

• electrical facilities 

o substations (traction, non-traction and distribution) 

o sectioning huts 

o backup supply facilities 

• signalling and control facilities 

o rail signal facilities 

o rail control system facilities 
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• traffic facilities 

o road traffic control system facilities 

o road traffic information and warning facilities 

o road traffic compliance and regulatory facilities 

• telecommunications facilities 

o communications, passenger security and passenger information facilities 

o condition monitoring facilities 

• service facilities 

o services control facilities – buildings and tunnels 

o services plant facilities – water and sewerage treatment plants 

o laboratories 

• maintenance facilities 

o maintenance depots (fleet) – servicing and presentation 

o maintenance depots (infrastructure) 

o workshops 

• logistics facilities 

o warehouses 

o fabrication centres 

o quarries 

• operations facilities 

o operations control centres 

o incident response and standby facilities 

o drivers and guards facilities 

o training centres 

o office complexes 

o residential complexes 

Every instance of a facility shall be used as a container of assets (including fixed or minor plant) 

that exist within the facility and applied within the facility asset register hierarchy based on the 

nine groupings and types listed immediately above. 
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Asset location classification shall be applied to the facility and all the assets it contains as 

shown in Figure 19 with an example shown in Figure 20. 

* Depot locations are 
defined by site based 
on the name and 
location of the depot 
site:
- site name

Depot Office Substation Workshop

Location * Location # Location % Location ^Location

# Office locations are 
defined by site based 
on the name and 
location of the office 
site:
- site name

^ Workshop locations are 
defined by site based on 
the name and location of 
the workshop site:
- site name

Location classification Facility functions

Secondary

% Substation locations 
are defined by site 
based on the name 
and location of the 
substation site:
- site name

Position Position Position PositionPositionTertiary

Facilities shall only have a corridor reference if applicable (if they are situated on 
corridor or service a corridor)CorridorPrimary

Position reference within the facility:
- space (defined area within the facility)

Other location references include:
- level (defined level within the facility space)
- room (defined room within the facility level)
- address
- GPS coordinates

Figure 19 – Location classification for interchange asset containers 

Depot

Location

Location classification Facility

Secondary

PositionTertiary

CorridorPrimary

Building A Building B

Electrical LV 
system

Fire system

Hydrant Main board

Lift

For example, workshop, 
building A, car park

For example, Hornsby fleet 
depot

For example, Hornsby yard

Workshop

Crane

Car park Fence

Gate

Figure 20 – Functional asset hierarchy for a facility with examples of physical location 
references applied as per the location classification 

6.3.1. Applying corridor to assets within the facility container 
The facility container, including all the assets contained within, shall have the applicable mode 

assigned, corridor code assigned and a general location code (minor facilities) or a site location 

code (major facilities) assigned. 

Where a major facility services more than one corridor (for example, traction substation or 

signalling complex) the primary corridor shall be applied to the facility (based on physical 

location and service contribution across corridors). The individual facility assets contained within 
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the asset register hierarchy shall have the applicable mode assigned and corridor code 

assigned. 

6.3.2. Applying location to assets within the facility container (minor 
facilities) 
Minor facilities exist to support the operation and maintenance of the transport network. These 

minor facilities typically cover electrical distribution substations, communications rooms, rail 

signalling enclosures and road traffic locations. These smaller facilities are numerous and exist 

along both the rail and road corridor. Plant and fleet assets are not located within these minor 

facilities. 

Where a minor facility (on or off corridor) is named or identified by the locality it is located in 

then it shall be assigned the location code of the locality. For example, Strathfield station 

distribution substation is located in Strathfield and shall be assigned the general location code 

of Strathfield. All assets within this facility shall inherit the same location code STR. 

Where a minor facility (on the rail corridor) is not named or identified by the locality it is located 

in then it shall be assigned the location code associated with the nearest interchange location. 

For example, Macdonaldtown station distribution substation is located in Eveleigh but shall be 

assigned the general location code of Macdonaldtown. All assets within this facility shall inherit 

the same location code MCT. 

6.3.3. Applying location to assets within the facility container (major 
facilities) 
Major facilities exist to support the operation and maintenance of the transport network. These 

range from fleet maintenance depots, electrical substations, signalling complexes, building 

services or control facilities, logistics warehouses, operations centres and office complexes. 

These larger facilities may exist both on and off the corridor. Plant and fleet assets are usually 

located within these facilities. 

Where a major facility (on or off corridor) is named or identified by the locality it is located in 

then it shall be assigned a site location code based on the location of the locality. Some 

examples are as follows: 

• Strathfield electrical traction substation is located in Strathfield and shall be assigned a site 

location code based on the general location code of Strathfield as the prefix. All assets 

within this facility shall inherit the same site location code STR01. 

• Balmain shipyard (ferry Maintenance Depot) is located in Balmain and shall be assigned a 

site location code based on the general location code of Balmain as the prefix. All assets 

within this facility shall inherit the same site location code BJM01. 
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• Petersham training centre is located in Petersham and shall be assigned a site location 

code based on the general location code of Petersham as the prefix. All assets within this 

facility shall inherit the same site location code PET01. 

Where a major facility (off the rail corridor) is not named or identified by the locality it is located 

in then it shall be assigned a site location code based on the location of the locality. For 

example, Lady Game Drive water treatment plant is located in Chatswood West and shall be 

assigned a site location code based on the general location code of Chatswood West as the 

prefix. All assets within this facility shall inherit the same site location code CTS01 (see Figure 

21). 

Figure 21 – Lady Game Drive facility (off rail corridor) and surrounding locality 

Where a major facility (on the rail corridor) is not named or identified by the locality it is located 

in then it shall be assigned a site location code based on the nearest interchange. Some 

examples are as follows: 

• Prince Alfred electrical traction substation (located within the rail corridor near Central) 

shall be assigned a site location code based on the interchange location code of Central as 

the prefix. All assets within this facility shall inherit the same site location code CEN01. 

(see Figure 22) 

• Sydney signal box (located within the rail corridor near Redfern) shall be assigned a site 

location code based on the interchange location code of Redfern as the prefix. All assets 

within this facility shall inherit the same site location code RED04. (see Figure 22) 
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Sydney yard

Macdonaldtown car 
sidings (yard) 

Main suburban 
corridor

Illawarra corridor ACDEP yard

Explorer fleet 
maintenance depot

Sydney signal box

Prince Alfred 
traction substation

Figure 22 - Examples of corridors and yards, locations and associated major facility sites 
– heavy rail 

Where a major facility (on the rail corridor) is located in a rail yard then it shall be assigned a site 

location code associated with the rail yard location. For example, Hornsby fleet maintenance 

depot is located in Hornsby car sidings yard and shall be assigned a site location code based 

on the general yard location of Hornsby car sidings yard as the prefix. All assets within this 

facility shall inherit the same site location code HCS01. 

6.4. Feeder asset containers 
Feeders contain fixed infrastructure assets. The different feeder functions that exist are high 

voltage distribution feeders and communication feeders. 

Every instance of a feeder shall be used as a container of assets that exist along the feeder and 

applied within the feeder asset register hierarchy. 

Feeders shall have the applicable mode assigned, corridor code assigned and a general 

location code (minor facilities) or a site location code (major facilities) assigned. See Section 9 

and Section 10 for further details. 

Asset location classification shall be applied to the feeder and all the assets it contains as 

shown in Figure 23 with an example shown in Figure 24. 
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* Feeder locations are 
defined by site based on 
the name and location of 
the electrical facility site:
- site name

HV feeder Comms feeder

Location * Location %Location

Location classification Feeder functions

Secondary

% Feeder locations are 
defined by site based on 
the name and location of 
the comms facility site:
- site name

Position PositionPositionTertiary

Feeders shall only have a corridor reference if applicable 
(if the are situated on corridor or service a corridor)CorridorPrimary

Position reference within the feeder:
- space (defined area within the feeder)

Other location references include:
- GPS coordinates

Figure 23 – Location classification for feeder asset containers 
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Figure 24 – Functional asset hierarchy for a feeder with examples of physical location 
references applied as per the location classification 

6.4.1. Applying corridor to assets within the feeder container 
Where a bulk supply feeder (cable or aerial) is supplying an electric substation (electrical 

facility), the feeder shall inherit the corridor code of the substation it is supplying as its corridor. 

For example, bulk supply 33 kV feeder 748 from Pyrmont to the Prince Alfred electrical traction 

substation at Central shall be assigned the main suburban corridor of the facility (see 

Figure 22). 

Other electrical, signalling and communications cables and aerial feeders shall use the corridor 

of the primary source end facility (electrical, signalling and communications) or the lowest pole 

number end (for aerial feeders) to determine the corridor of the cable or aerial. All assets 

associated with the cable or aerial feeder shall inherit the same corridor as the feeder. 
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6.4.2. Applying location to assets within the feeder container 

Where a bulk supply feeder (cable or aerial) is supplying an electric substation (traction 

substation or non-traction system substation) the feeder shall be assigned the site location code 

of the substation it is supplying as its specific site location. The site location code shall be used 

instead of the general location code. For example, bulk supply 33 kV feeder 748 from Pyrmont 

to Prince Alfred electrical traction substation at Central shall be assigned the site location code 

of Prince Alfred electrical traction substation CEN01. 

Other electrical, signalling and communications cables and aerial feeders shall use the site 

location as being the source end facility (electrical, signalling and communications) or the lowest 

pole number end (for aerial feeders) to assign the site location code of the cable or aerial. All 

other assets associated with the cable or aerial feeder shall be assigned the nearest site 

location code where possible. 

7. Fleet - asset hierarchy and application of asset 
location classification 
Fleet assets (including mobile plant) shall be created in a structured hierarchy and contained 

within an asset container defined by the fleet asset class, for example, trains, light rail vehicles, 

buses, ferries, road vehicles and trailers, vessels, track machines and mobile plant. These asset 

containers (defined as separate asset classes) enable a structured approach to navigation 

within an asset register hierarchy. Refer to T MU AM 02001 ST for more detail on asset classes, 

asset containers and the asset register hierarchy. 

All fleet assets including rotables that exist within a fleet asset class container shall have asset 

location classification applied regardless of what level they exist at within the asset register 

hierarchy. 

To define where assets within each container are located, site locations shall be defined for 

major facilities that exist within a general location to provide a means to identify the specific site 

location of the following: 

• mobile fleet (assigned as the home depot facility for the fleet) 

• mobile plant and equipment (assigned as the home depot facility for the plant) for 

maintenance and capitalisation requirements 

7.1. Fleet asset containers 
Fleet contains mobile assets and their associated systems or assemblies including rotables. 

Every instance of the fleet shall be used as a container of assets within the asset register 

hierarchy based on the fleet class and fleet type where applicable (for example, trains – 
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Tangara, ferries – Lady Class). See T MU AM 02002 TI for the list of fleet classes and fleet 

types. 

Each fleet container (including all the assets contained within) shall be assigned a site location 

code of the home depot facility. 

Asset location classification shall be applied to the fleet and all the assets it contains as shown 

in Figure 25 with an example shown in Figure 26. 

* Train locations are 
defined by site based 
on the name and 
location of the home 
depot:
- site name

Light rail 
vehicle

Location * Location # Location % Location ^Location

# Bus locations are 
defined by site based 
on the name and 
location of the home 
depot :
- site name

^ Light rail vehicle 
locations are defined 
by site based on the 
name and location of 
the home depot :
- site name

Train Bus Ferry

Location classification Fleet functions

% Ferry locations are 
defined by site based 
on the name and 
location of the home 
depot :
- site name

Primary

Figure 25 – Location classification for fleet asset containers 

Train

Location

Location classification Fleet

Bogie Engine PneumaticBrake Traction

For example, Eveleigh fleet 
depot EngineBogie 1

Gearbox Wheel 1

Air comp Shaft

Figure 26 – Functional asset hierarchy for a fleet with examples of physical location 
references applied as per the location classification 

7.1.1. Applying corridor to assets within the fleet container 
No fleet assets, including items of mobile plant, shall have a corridor assigned. 
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7.1.2. Applying location to assets within the fleet container 

Where a fleet asset (including plant) is managed and controlled by its home depot (facility) it 

shall be assigned the site location code of the fleet depot facility as its home location. The site 

location code shall be used instead of the general location code. Some examples are as 

follows: 

• Train and mobile plant assets managed at the Hornsby fleet maintenance depot (located 

within Hornsby car sidings yard) shall be assigned the site location code of Hornsby fleet 

maintenance depot based on the general location of Hornsby car sidings yard. All assets 

within this facility shall inherit the same site location code HCS01. 

• Ferry and mobile plant assets managed at the Balmain shipyard (ferry maintenance facility) 

shall be assigned a site location code of Balmain shipyard based on the general location of 

Balmain. All assets within this facility shall inherit the same site location code BJM01. 

8. Requesting a new code or a modification 
TfNSW are the owners of the asset location classification. The ASA is the custodian on behalf 

of TfNSW and controls and manages the published register of approved codes for use across 

the transport network. 

The Asset Information unit within the ASA is responsible for the data management and 

stewardship of these codes. The Asset Information unit can be contacted by email at 

Asset.Information@transport.nsw.gov.au  

For the creation or modification of codes, refer to T MU AM 01006 F1 Asset Location 

Classification Code Form. For the existing register of all codes, refer to T MU AM 01007 TI 

Asset Reference Codes Register. 

9. Corridor codes 
Corridors are used to define a linear zonal area where TfNSW assets are located. Each corridor 

shall be defined by a three character code. Any asset information system or repository that has 

a requirement to identify and manage an asset by corridor shall use the corridor codes defined 

in T MU AM 01007 TI. 

Multiple transport corridors are recognised within NSW by TfNSW. Corridor assets (for example, 

roads, tracks, bridges, culverts, tunnels, overhead wiring and signalling) including those 

contained within interchanges, facilities and feeders shall be assigned a corridor code. 

9.1. General criteria for corridor codes 
A corridor is a zonal area that contains one or more mainline tracks or roads identified for a 

business purpose (primarily for the operation of transport fleet services and supporting the 
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movement of passenger and freight vehicles). The corridor contains everything that exists 

between the boundary lines or fences. 

Assets, including facilities that are off the corridor shall not be assigned a corridor code unless 

they are directly servicing a corridor. 

Assets, including interchanges and facilities, located in a junction or servicing multiple corridors 

shall be assigned the primary corridor. 

The rail and road corridor shall be continuous (that is with no discontinuities or breaks along the 

length of the corridor) and shall be referenced by a defined 0 km point for length, position and 

direction referencing along the corridor. 

Branching corridors off the main corridor shall commence at a kilometerage based on the 

junction kilometerage of the main corridor. Every branch at a junction results in a new unique 

corridor. 

The junction turnout on the rail corridor shall belong to the main corridor and not the branching 

corridor or yard. 

The length of a rail corridor shall be defined by the minimum start and maximum end kilometres 

of all the track base codes contained within the rail corridor. 

The length of a road corridor shall be defined by the minimum start and maximum end 

kilometres of all the road segments (links) contained within the road corridor. 

Every asset shall be associated with one corridor except for non-corridor assets. Not every 

asset within the transport network shall belong to a corridor. 

A corridor shall begin at a node location, usually a junction (main to main or main to yard), or a 

defined 0 km point and shall end at another node location, usually a junction (main to main or 

main to yard) or termination. 

The first character of the corridor code shall be an alpha code representing the primary 

geographic region or direction. The remaining two characters shall be numeric. 

Heavy rail corridor codes shall commence with the prefix as follows: 

• I for Illawarra from Central to Nowra 

• M for Sydney metropolitan corridors 

• N for main north from Strathfield Junction to Wallangarra – Queensland border 

• S for main south from Lidcombe Junction to Albury – Victorian border 

• W for main west from Granville Junction to Bourke 

• C for dedicated coal corridors 

Light rail corridor codes shall commence with the prefix L. 
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All heavy rail corridors branching off the main corridors shall be prefixed with the same letter as 

the main corridor except in the metropolitan rail area where M shall be the prefix except for coal 

lines where C shall be the prefix. 

A rail yard is a zonal area that contains more than one rail siding identified for a business 

purpose (primarily for the stabling, servicing and presentation of the transport fleet and to 

support operations). A rail yard is a geographic location associated with the main rail corridor it 

services. It shall be defined as a separate yard corridor. In this situation the rail yard location is 

used in lieu of a corridor as the container of assets within the asset register hierarchy. 

A waterway is a zonal area that contains infrastructure assets identified for a business purpose 

(primarily used for aids to navigation). A waterway is a geographic location and as such not 

defined as a separate corridor. In this situation the waterway location is used in lieu of a corridor 

as the container of assets within the asset register hierarchy. 

10. Location codes 
Locations shall be used to define geographic areas where TfNSW assets are located either on 

or off the rail corridor, road corridor or waterway. 

Each location shall be defined by a three character code to represent general geographic areas. 

General locations are based on the unique names of the following geographic areas: 

• localities (for example, suburbs) 

• interchanges (existing within a rail corridor or wharf and may or may not be named after a 

suburb) 

• waterways 

• other significant locations (for example, rail yards, junctions, collieries and quarries) 

The three character general location code shall be used as a prefix for defining site location 

codes (five characters or more) for major facilities contained within the general geographic 

location. The site location code shall be used instead of the general location code for major 

facilities including all the assets contained within that facility (where applicable). 

Site location codes shall be used to uniquely define a specific site location for each major 

facility. A unique site location code shall be defined for the following major facility functions: 

• fleet depots (train, light rail vehicle, bus, ferry – maintenance, servicing, presentation 

depots and shipyards) 

• electrical substations (traction substations and non-traction system substations) and 

sectioning huts 

• signalling complexes 
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• warehouse or fabrication complexes 

• office complexes (for example. offices, training centres and operations centres) 

A general location code shall be defined for the whole interchange precinct covering one or 

more of the following: 

• train stations 

• light rail stops 

• ferry wharves 

Bus stops shall use the general location code of the locality if not associated with a train station, 

light rail stop or ferry wharf interchange. 

Every asset information system or repository used to identify and manage an asset by location 

shall use the general location codes and site location codes defined in the T MU AM 01007 TI. 

10.1. Criteria for general and site location codes 
A location shall be the locality, interchange, waterway or other significant location used to define 

the general geographic area where assets physically exist on or off the rail corridor, road 

corridor or waterway. 

Locations shall be used to provide a general geographic or a specific site location of every 

linear and non-linear fixed TfNSW asset or as the specific home depot site location of every 

mobile (fleet and plant) TfNSW asset. 

Separate site location codes (based on the general geographic location) shall be defined for all 

major facilities. All assets within the major facility shall inherit the same site location code as the 

facility. 

An asset shall only have one location code. The site location code shall be used instead of the 

general location code where applicable. 

Locations shall exist for all assets on rail and road corridors (including rail yards, quarries and 

collieries) and off rail and road corridors (including waterways). 

Locations shall exist on the rail network to define train and light rail vehicle stabling locations 

(rail yards). 

Locations shall exist on the rail network to define junctions as a means for defining a change in 

corridor and for defining the start or end location of track base codes within the rail corridor. 

Locations shall be used to identify both operational and non-operational assets including 

heritage and disused assets. 

Locations shall include Sydney, for major facilities and associated assets contained within the 

central business district (CBD) only. 
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Location codes shall be unique to a location within NSW. 

Location codes shall be created for every interchange name (based on a locality name or not) 

for all train stations, light rail stops and ferry wharf interchanges. All other interchanges 

(including bus stops) shall only use the three character location code of the locality. 

Major facility site location codes shall be based on the general location code of the interchange 

name, locality or other significant location (for example, a maintenance depot within a rail yard 

or a traction substation near a rail interchange). 

An interchange location servicing multiple transport modes with the same name shall have the 

same code; for example, Dulwich Hill train station and Dulwich Hill light rail stop shall be 

assigned the one location of Dulwich Hill and share the same general location code. 

Specific track node locations within the rail network to support detailed operational and 

timetable requirements shall use the general three character location code as a prefix where 

possible. Track node locations will not be controlled or published in relation with this standard. 

Linear assets, such as corridors, fencing, tracks, roads, overhead wiring, tunnels, combined 

service routes and earthworks that span more than one location shall not have a location code 

assigned but will be referenced by the corridor they service and by a start and end reference 

along the corridor (for example, kilometre start and kilometre end). 

Bulk supply feeders shall use the site location code of the substation it is supplying as its 

location. Other electrical, signalling and communications cables and feeders shall use the 

location of the primary source end or the lowest pole number end (for aerial feeders) to 

determine the location of the cable or feeder. 

A site location code shall be defined using the following convention XXXYYZZ (up to seven 

characters), where: 

• XXX is the three character general location code. 

• YY is the unique identification of the site within a general location. Multiple site locations 

within a general location will have their own unique site location code. This is two character 

numeric and sequential number, for example, PTA01 is a different site to PTA02. 

• ZZ is the floor level of the site, if required. This is a two character alphanumeric code. 

• A site code cannot exist without a general location code (for example, prefix PTA used as a 

site location code shall first be registered as the general location code for Parramatta). 

11. Base codes 
A base code uniquely represents one track within only one rail corridor or rail yard for both 

heavy rail and light rail tracks. All tracks including crossovers and sidings have been uniquely 

identified with a base code. Any asset information system or repository that has a requirement 
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to identify and manage an asset by base code shall use the base codes defined in 

T MU AM 01007 TI. 

All infrastructure assets directly servicing or associated with a section of track (for example, 

electrical overhead, signals, points, track circuits, lubricators, tunnels, bridges, level crossings 

and so on) shall have the appropriate base code assigned. 

11.1. General criteria for base codes 
Base codes shall only be created with start or end track nodes that have one of the following 

physical track features: 

• turnouts (points) 

• dead ends such as buffer stops or stop blocks 

• 0.000 km at Central Station (for Sydney heavy rail) as defined in ESC 210 Track Geometry 

and Stability 

• 0.000 km at Pitt St (for Sydney Inner West (IW) light rail) 

• 0.000 km at Circular Quay Stop (for Sydney City and South East (CSE) light rail) 

• 0.000 km at Parramatta Stop (for Parramatta light rail) 

• 0.000 km at Newcastle Interchange Stop (for Newcastle light rail) 

• major kilometre discontinuities as described in the point below 

The kilometre on a base code shall be continuous in one direction. A new base code shall be 

given at major location discontinuities; for example, Cabramatta Junction, Meeks Road 

Junction. These junctions shall also have a unique general location code assigned. 

The track node feature ‘turnout’ shall be defined as belonging to the through main corridor. 

Each base code shall start at the track node with the lowest kilometre value. 

Base code names shall be derived from the common operational track name on the corridor; for 

example, Illawarra - down main, main suburban – up local. Refer to T MU AM 01007 TI Asset 

Reference Codes Register for details in relation to track names and abbreviations. For example, 

the down main track shall be abbreviated as DNMN. 

Each base code shall be defined as one of the following track types: 

• mainline (M) – includes, mains, suburbans, locals, reliefs, platform roads, turnback roads, 

crossing loops 

• crossover (X) – adjoining crossover track between turnouts and slips 

• siding (S) – all other tracks including balloon loops 

Each base code represents the full length of one track contained within a rail corridor. 
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Appendix A Asset containers and associated 
corridor and yard, location or site 
code examples 

Table 2 provides examples of corridor, location and site codes for different asset containers 

along with the mode and asset description. 

Table 2 – Examples of asset containers and their associated corridor and yard, location 
or site codes 

Asset 
container 

Mode Asset description (example) Corridor Location or site 

Corridor 
(main) 

Light rail Inner West line L01 N/A as covers more 
than 1 location 

Corridor 
(main) 

Heavy rail Illawarra line I00 N/A as covers more 
than 1 location 

Corridor 
(yard) 

Heavy rail Sydney yard I00 SYY general location 
code of the yard 

Corridor 
(Yard) 

Heavy rail Eveleigh ACDEP yard I00 EVA general location 
code of the yard 

Corridor 
(yard) 

Heavy rail Macdonaldtown car sidings 
yard 

M00 MDC general location 
code of the yard 

Interchange Heavy rail Central train station M00 CEN general location 
code of the 
interchange 

Interchange Heavy rail Macdonaldtown train station M00 MCT general location 
code of the 
interchange 

Interchange Heavy rail Erskineville train station I00 ERS general location 
code of the 
interchange 

Facility  Heavy rail Endeavour or Explorer fleet 
maintenance centre (fleet 
depot) 

I00 EVA03 site location 
code of the depot 
facility situated in 
Eveleigh ACDEP 
yard 

Facility  Heavy rail Sydney signal box (signalling 
complex) 

M00 RED04 site location 
code of the signalling 
facility closest to 
nearest interchange 
(Redfern) 

Facility  Heavy rail Prince Alfred electrical traction 
substation 

M00 CEN01 site location 
code of the 
substation facility 
closest to nearest 
interchange (Central) 

Feeder Heavy rail 33 kV bulk supply feeder 748 to 
Prince Alfred electrical traction 
substation 

M00 CEN01 site location 
code of the 
substation facility 
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Asset 
container 

Mode Asset description (example) Corridor Location or site 

Train Heavy rail Explorer car 1234 EVA EVA03 site location 
code of the depot 
facility situated in 
Eveleigh ACDEP 
Yard (home depot) 

Light Rail 
Vehicle 

Light Rail Urbos Set L18 PMR PMR01 site location 
code of the depot 
facility situated in 
Pyrmont Stabling 
Yard (home depot) 

Figure 22 shows examples of rail corridors, locations and sites in relation to the assets (fixed 

and mobile) associated with an asset container – corridor, interchange, facility, feeder and fleet 

listed in Table 2. 
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